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What is a biomarker-guided trial 

 Biomarker-guided trial: A trial incorporating 
one or more biomarkers in its design e.g. to 
determine eligibility to the trial or a particular 
trial arm, or to guide treatment 

 Biomarker:  Not just those traditionally thought 
of as biomarkers (liver function, blood count etc.), 
but also:  

 genetic markers  

other measurements (e.g. example imaging data, 
sensor data etc.)  



Why are they needed ? 

 Shift towards personalised approach to treatment 

 

 As for any intervention, RCT gold standard to 

demonstrate clinical utility 

 

 Lack of well designed randomised controlled 

trials cited as key reason for delay in uptake of 

biomarker-guided treatment strategies 



Aims of programme of work 

 Provide guidance on design and analysis of 

biomarker-guided trials (BM-guided trials) 

 Evaluate how evidence of biomarker validity 

should be compiled to inform BM-guided trials 

 Consider whether BM-guided trials are always 

necessary and ethical 

 Identify practical challenges faced when 

conducting BM-guided trials 

 



Guidance on BM-guided trials: BiGTeD 

 Literature on BM-guided trials plentiful…but navigating it to 

understand the various designs and identify the most 

appropriate in a given context is difficult 

 Lack of clear guidance on how the trials should be planned, 

conducted and analysed 

 To address these issues, we: 

a) undertook a systematic review1,2 of the literature to 

identify all BM-guided trial designs previously proposed 

b) developed an online tool to provide guidance on the 

design and analysis of BM-guided trials (www.bigted.org) 

1. Antoniou M, Jorgensen AL, Kolamunnage-Dona R (2016) Biomarker-Guided Adaptive Trial Designs in Phase II and 

Phase III: A Methodological Review. PLoS ONE 11(2): e0149803. 

2. Antoniou, M.; Kolamunnage-Dona, R.; Jorgensen, A.L. Biomarker-Guided Non-Adaptive Trial Designs in Phase II 

and Phase III: A Methodological Review. J. Pers. Med. 2017, 7, 1. 
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 Free and user-friendly 

 Overview of each design’s key characteristics, methodology 

and pro’s and con’s 

 Clear, interactive graphics standardised across all trials to help 

guide and aid comparison 







Biomarker validity: justifying a trial 

 BM-guided trials require substantial investment 

 Expect certain level of confidence in biomarker 

at outset  - evidence of biomarker validity 

 Unclear what this evidence should look like 

 Literature review to explore: 

what approach is used to compile evidence ? 

what is strength of evidence ? 

what is recommended approach ? 



Justifying inclusion of biomarker 

Literature review (2013-present) included 

90 trials 

No standard approach to compiling 

evidence – combination of one or more of: 
 Systematic review/Meta-analysis 

 Previous RCT 

 Observational study 

 Sub-analysis of previous trial 

 In-vitro/in-vivo studies 

 



Guidelines for compiling evidence 

 Clear from review no standard approach 

 No suggestion of strength of evidence required 

 ‘Pyramid of Evidence’ provides some guidance, 

but quality is of key importance 

 Next steps:  

 review guidance on demonstrating biomarker 

validity 

 consider whether guidelines required 

(incorporating quality assessment) 

 

 



Necessary and ethical 

 RCT sometimes impractical e.g. rare ADR outcome 

 Need to be mindful of loss of clinical equipose – evidence 

synthesis may suggest overwhelming evidence of benefit 

 Unethical to assess approach in a trial 

 Ongoing work: 

 Study to compare precision of effect estimates from combining 

observational biomarker studies of ADRs vs simulated RCT (in 

collaboration with GSK) 

 Investigating patient/clinician’s perspective on level of evidence 

regarding biomarker-guided treatment  

 



Practical challenges 

 Many BM-trial designs proposed, but what about 

their practical application ? 

 Workshop held 2017 to explore practical challenges 

 25 attendees: statisticians, methodologists, clinicians, 

trial managers, information systems specialists 

 Series of talks by those experienced in conducting 

BM-guided trials 

 Group discussion sessions to identify key challenges 

 Report to be published shortly 



Key practical challenges 

 Funders perceive as expensive – but can be more 

efficient in demonstrating patient benefit 

 Total cost difficult to estimate due to 

uncertainties 

 Additional administrative burden – approval 

paperwork for each new arm, multiple CRFs etc. 

 Who funds the biomarker test ? NHS vs trial 

 Regulatory issues when adding new arm 

 Ethical issues when adding new arm 



Key practical challenges [2] 

 Consenting patients on day of diagnosis 

 Patient perception of ‘personalised’ medicine – 

particularly if denied a treatment 

 Incidental findings 

 Recruitment rate uncertainty – unknown biomarker 

prevalence 

 High dropout due to slow genetic profiling 

 

 



Continuous biomarkers 
 BM-trial designs identified in systematic review 

assumed binary biomarkers 
 Assumption works for genetic variants e.g. SNPs 
 Often continuous – e.g. blood biomarkers 
 Dichotomising to ‘fit’ design loses information 
 Network grant for review of methods used to 

demonstrate clinical utility of continuous biomarker 
(alone and in combination), including:  
 trial designs for development/validation 
optimal methods for choosing threshold 
 timing of setting threshold 
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